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Profile: Chris Marshall is a transformative voice in leadership, resilience, and 
business strategy. With an aim to prepare individuals and teams for a 
disruptive tomorrow, Chris draws from his diverse experiences in behavioural 
science, professional foresight, and global macro strategy. Through his talks, 
he offers insights that are not just profound but also actionable, paving the 
way for a future-ready mindset.

Publications:
•"Decoding Change" (2022) - A highly acclaimed deep dive into the 
dynamics of change in today's fast-evolving landscape.
•Upcoming: "The PPM Method" - An insightful exploration into the 
groundbreaking decision-making framework.

Notable Talks & Appearances:
•"Pause to go faster: the paradox of pausing in a disruptive world"
•"The playfulness principle in truly resilient teams that change the world"
•Upcoming: TEDx Presentation, November 2023: A deep dive into the essence 
of playfulness.

Courses & Frameworks: Creator of the acclaimed PPM Method Course and 
Framework, a holistic approach to navigating and excelling in high-stakes, 
disruptive environments.

W: CHRISMARSHALL.UK
E: CHRIS@CHRISMARSHALL.UK 
 

Key Topics:
•Embracing Neurodiversity: Unlock benefits in our fast-paced world.
•Human Flourishing: Navigate and thrive during times of disruption.
•Team Dynamics: Building resilient teams poised for global impact.
•The Power of Playfulness: Ignite creativity, collaboration, and innovation.
•Stress & Disruption: The intertwined relationship of stress, burnout, and 
business upheaval.
•Leadership Essentials: Dive into the essence of self-mastery in leadership.
•PPM Framework: Understanding the Pause, Play, Move methodology and its 
transformative impact.



Selection of Previous Podcasts
•Transform Now Podcast. Decoding Change – Unlocking the secrets of 
organizational success
•Notes on Resilience: Decoding Resilience A deep dive with Chris Marshall
•I Spark Change: The Age of Awareness with Chris Marshall
•Neuroscience Meets Social and Emotional Learning: Futurist and Behavioural 
Scientist Chris Marshall on ‘Decoding Change’
•Business Strategy: Preparing People for the Uncertainty of Tomorrow with Chris 
Marshall.
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Speaker Reels & Videos:

https://open.spotify.com/episode/32h9vV3RdxRk28qxYq5hUA?si=fk0X-DatRQaJnEUe_7SAYQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4OinjVgaTQKjIYkpCqF8Cq
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7zv27FOY8PU4DC1nBB7SaS
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7AT5sk5S2xSqV3Wl5D3GJZ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/60aWK95llHfccJtA597qqN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLaWzmjO-tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1yx27y8FcQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW3mNX--NOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZpDDQ3tAJ4
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